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KITTIHAWKS GREAT VICTORY

Further details are now available of the combat reported in

yesterday’s Royal Air Force Communique, in the course of which Kittihawk

fighters, flown by Empire pilots, gave the Axis air forces in Libya their

biggest thrashing yet.

Of the enemy formation, which was attacking our troops in the Acroma

region, twenty aircraft wore destroyed and not one escaped damage. All

our pilots returned safely to base and only one of the Kittihawks was damaged.

The Allied force in this remarkable fight was made up of eighteen
Kittihawks drawn from a squadron of the Royal Air Force and a s quadron of

the Royal Australian Air Force. The combat lasted five minutes.

"The enemy aircraft were just about to start ground strafing when

we pounced on them”, said one of the pilots of the Royal Air Force squadron.

"There were at least thirty of them but numbers didn't mean a thing.
It was like swatting flies the way they went down.

"On the ground below as we dived and baulked, I could see troops

flinging their hats into the air as the ground shook to the impact of

falling aircraft. I counted six of the enemy hitting the ground in the

same number of seconds. It was terrific not a single aircraft of our

squadron had a bullet hole at the end of the fight, if you could call it

a fight. Not one of the enemy aircraft escaped undamaged.

”Our squadron destroyed eleven and a half enemy aircraft, sharing one

with the lads of the Royal Australian Air Force. They were all fighters -

nine Macchi 200s, one Me. 109 and a Breda 65.

"The top scorer in our lot was a sergeant pilot from Halifax, Nova Scotia.

He destroyed two Macohi 200s and damaged a Messerschmitt. Two Australian

pilots each got a trace of Macch i's, a sergeant from Ealing, London, shot

down a Messerschmitt and a pilot officer from Tonbridge, Kent, scored one and

a half Macchi ’s. In fact we averaged about one and a half enemy aircraft

destroyed to each member of the squadron flying."

For the squadron of the Royal Australian Air Force a sergeant pilot shot

down two Me.109s, and a flying officer accounted for two Macchi 200s.

”Our total was eight and a half aircraft destroyed", said one of the

pilots. "One of our lads had a cannon shot in his tail but there was no

other damage. Every pilot bagged something. It is a pity that there

weren’t more of the blighters.”

Of the twenty aircraft destroyed by Kittihawks, five were Me. 109s,

fourteen were Macchi 200s and there was one Br.65. The damaged aircraft

included Macchi 200s and 202s, Me.109s and Ju.87s.


